
Session 1 | May 11–July 3
BA112  Comprehensive Microsoft Excel    Kristi Parker
Learn concepts of spreadsheets using Microsoft excel 2016: Spreadsheet preparation, charts, functions, tables, auditing 
tools, analyzing and consolidating data, macros templates, and more. The format will include worksheets, assignments, 
quizzes, and projects.

BA480 Internship Seminar   CSU Staff
This course for the business administration degree is designed to assist students prepare for internship and ultimately 
the workforce. Career assessment, resume preparation, and interviewing techniques are part of this course. Prerequisite: 
instructor permission.

BA485  Business Internship    CSU Staff
This culminating course is designed for business administration degree students to gain valuable experience with on-the-
job training in real-world vocational and/or ministry settings. The internship will complete the students’ total academic 
preparation for their profession by allowing them to apply classroom knowledge in actual work situations. Prerequisite: 
BA480. 

BI100  Principles of Bible Study    Kenneth Pyne
Gain an introduction to various tools of Bible study and a methodical and inductive approach to study of the Scriptures, 
basic laws, and principles of interpretation. This course includes opportunities to practice using the tools, methods, and 
principles.

BI111  Bible Survey    Paul Golden
Survey the Old and New Testament. Major dates, events, characters, theological passages and themes are studied from 
Genesis to Revelation.

BI303  Luke    CSU Staff
Survey the Gospel of Luke within its historical and cultural context. This course will focus on a careful exposition of the 
book to build a solid understanding of the content and structure of Luke’s Gospel. Building from that exposition, the 
student will consider applications of Luke’s Gospel to personal life as well as to a ministry context.

BI347  Jeremiah    CSU Staff
Grasp the historical, theological, and prophetic themes of this major prophet with emphasis on the eschatological 
application, particularly of the New Covenant.

EN121  Academic and Researched Writing    Britney Sewall
Develop your ability to communicate clearly and effectively in written and spoken word. Emphasis is on academic writing 
style, employing rhetorical strategies, and the processes for researching and writing.

EV220  World Religions    Darryl Meekins
Take a survey of the history, doctrine and philosophy of major non-Christian belief systems. The presentation of the 
gospel to meet the unique needs of each group will be emphasized. An analysis of each belief system in reference to its 
cultural, political and geographical setting is developed. World religions studies and analyzes other religious systems in a 
systematic manner. Also, appropriate evangelistic methods for each religion/worldview will be considered.

MI315  Cultural Anthropology    Darryl Meekins
Study culture, customs, moral codes, social institutions, languages, arts, religions and industries of world’s people in order 
to gain a better understanding of the social science of Anthropology. Gain skills and abilities to reach the people with 
whom you will labor.

MM301  Leadership    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of leadership. The course will combine study of leadership theory and 
principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of leadership in a ministry context. The 
experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated for growth in your 
knowledge, application, and practice of leadership. Available to online students who meet specific criteria.
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MM302  Communication    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of communication. The course will combine the study of communication 
theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-bases application and practice of communication in a ministry 
context. The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated for 
growth in your knowledge, application and practice of communication. Available to online students who meet specific 
criteria.

MM303  Outreach/Evangelism    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of outreach & evangelism. The course will combine the study of outreach 
theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of outreach & evangelism in a 
ministry context. The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated 
for growth in your knowledge, application, and practice of outreach & evangelism. Available to online students who meet 
specific criteria.

MM304  Discipleship    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of discipleship. The course will combine the study of discipleship theory 
and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of discipleship in a ministry context. 
The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated for growth in 
your knowledge, application and practice of discipleship. Available to online students who meet specific criteria.

MM305  Strategic Planning    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of strategic planning. The course will combine the study of strategic 
planning theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of strategic planning 
in a ministry context. The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be 
evaluated for growth in your knowledge, application, and practice of strategic planning. Available to online students who 
meet specific criteria.

MM306  Spiritual Formation    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of spiritual formation. The course will combine the study of spiritual 
formation theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of spiritual 
formation in a ministry context. The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will 
be evaluated for growth in your knowledge, application and practice of spiritual formation. Available to online students 
who meet specific criteria.

MM307  Service/Missions    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of service/missions. The course will combine the study of service/missions 
theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of service/missions in a 
ministry context. The experience will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated 
for growth in your knowledge, application, and practice of service/missions. Available to online students who meet 
specific criteria.

MM308  Small Groups    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of small groups. The course will combine the study of small group’s theory 
and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of small groups in a ministry context. 
The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated for growth in 
your knowledge, application and practice of small groups. Available to online students who meet specific criteria.

MM309  Special Ministry Focus    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices for the area of ministry focus. The course will combine the study of the 
area of ministry focus theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of the 
area of focus in a ministry context. The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you 
will be evaluated for growth in your knowledge, application, and practice of the ministry area/focus. Available to online 
students who meet specific criteria.

PA480  Pastoral Apprenticeship    Donald McCall
Ministry immersion under the supervision of an experienced pastor for practical training in the work of a church. This 
course is open to men who have completed the sophomore year in any pastoral curriculum. Available to online students 
with instructor approval.

PE119  Cross Training – Activity course    Dena Cambra
Examine cross training as an exercise program by using multiple training activities such as swimming, walking, jogging, 
cycling, weight training, etc. for developing overall fitness.
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PH206  Worldviews: Humanities and Science    Scott Hicks
Take an interdisciplinary examination of worldviews with the humanities, with an emphasis on the role of science. Look at 
modern science through the lenses of history, philosophy, religion and popular culture to understand the nature of science 
and its proper place in our lives.

PS100  General Psychology    Faye Moore
Get an introduction to the field of psychology as a scientific discipline concerned with the study of behavior and cognitive 
processes. Included is a survey of fields such as biological bases of behavior, sensation and perception, learning, motivation 
and emotion, cognition, development, personality, intelligence, social behavior, abnormal behavior, and counseling.

PS308  Psychology of Learning and Education    CSU Staff
This course is an introduction to the concepts of psychology which relate to the learning process. Among the topics 
considered are learning theories and applications, characteristics of students and teachers, learning and teaching styles, 
and exceptional children.

PS310  Dynamics of Discipleship    Dwight Peterson
As Christians, we are called to be disciples of Jesus Christ, followers in His way, participants in His mission in the world. 
Ministry leadership, in all of its variances, is about helping people become such followers of Jesus Christ. This course will 
focus on facilitating discovery of what it means to lead people toward their process of aggressive growth. To do so, we 
will explore what it means to be a disciple and how we can help people grow to be more like Jesus.

PS402  Historical and Contemporary Theories in Counseling     Faye Moore
Survey trends in secular and Christian counseling. Theories are traced with reference to their historical settings; and 
diverse counseling models are critiqued and evaluated. 

SC202  Earth Science Survey     Jonathan Henry
Study of the fundamentals of geology and astronomy, emphasizing the biblical teaching of a literal six-day creation and 
a universal flood for Interpreting scientific data.

TH120  Building a Biblical Lifestyle     Dwight Peterson
This course will help you to develop a philosophy and strategy of godly living that will guide you for a lifetime. These 
foundational concepts for successful Christian living include developing a biblical world view, ethics and patterns of 
behavior; Bible study; prayer; and making biblically informed choices.

TH211  Theology Survey     Joshua Littler
Survey eight of the major divisions of theology- the doctrines of the Bible, God, Christ, Holy Spirit, Man, Sin, Salvation and 
Angels (includes Satan and demons).

TH308  Theology Distinctives     James Buchanan
Study the theological distinctives of this school in the doctrines of the Church (ecclesiology), Last Things, and Separation 
(both personal and ecclesiastical).

TH480  Senior Seminar     Theodore Boykin
This course serves as (a capstone) a comprehensive review of the biblical, theological, and worldview components of the 
biblical studies curriculum. It will include a review of hermeneutics and of the biblical meta–narrative, which provides the 
framework from which all the university’s biblical studies courses are developed. It will also include a theological review 
and oral examination based on the university’s (Baptist, Separatist, and Dispensational) theological and ecclesiastical 
positions. Prerequisites: TH211 and TH308.

Session 2 | June 22–August 14
BI210  Romans     Dan Wiley
A methodical and inductive study of the book of Romans with emphasis upon the argument of the book, its doctrinal 
themes, and its demands upon the believer.

EN122  Writing Across the Disciplines     Britney Sewall
This writing course presents an overview of reading, discussion, and writing throughout various academic disciplines. The 
coursework seeks to strengthen reading and writing skills and establishes connections among biblical studies, psychology, 
literature, and other areas of the humanities.
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LI222C  American Literature II     Carleigh Smith
Take a thematic survey of the three major literary movements that have occurred since the Civil War: Realism, Modernism, 
and Postmodernism. This is a writing-intensive course that requires reading, discussion and critical thinking. The 
development of American thought as it is revealed in the great works of American literature from the Civil War to the 
present will be reviewed. Readings will center on primary works, and writings will predominantly consist of literary 
analysis. Prerequisite: EN121, EN122.

MI401  Missional Theology and Church Planting     Darryl Meekins
Trace the biblical-theological nature, practice, and mission of the church. Primary attention is given to the key biblical 
texts, and how those texts fit together, which in turn inform each of these aspects. Implications will be drawn for Christian 
life and ministry in the church, as well as for planting fresh expressions of the church.

MM301  Leadership    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of leadership. The course will combine study of leadership theory and 
principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of leadership in a ministry context. The 
experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated for growth in your 
knowledge, application, and practice of leadership. Available to online students who meet specific criteria.

MM302  Communication    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of communication. The course will combine the study of communication 
theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-bases application and practice of communication in a ministry 
context. The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated for 
growth in your knowledge, application and practice of communication. Available to online students who meet specific 
criteria.

MM303  Outreach/Evangelism    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of outreach & evangelism. The course will combine the study of outreach 
theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of outreach & evangelism in a 
ministry context. The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated 
for growth in your knowledge, application, and practice of outreach & evangelism. Available to online students who meet 
specific criteria.

MM304  Discipleship    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of discipleship. The course will combine the study of discipleship theory 
and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of discipleship in a ministry context. 
The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated for growth in 
your knowledge, application and practice of discipleship. Available to online students who meet specific criteria.

MM305  Strategic Planning    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of strategic planning. The course will combine the study of strategic 
planning theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of strategic planning 
in a ministry context. The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be 
evaluated for growth in your knowledge, application, and practice of strategic planning. Available to online students who 
meet specific criteria.

MM306  Spiritual Formation    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of spiritual formation. The course will combine the study of spiritual 
formation theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of spiritual 
formation in a ministry context. The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will 
be evaluated for growth in your knowledge, application and practice of spiritual formation. Available to online students 
who meet specific criteria.

MM307  Service/Missions    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of service/missions. The course will combine the study of service/missions 
theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of service/missions in a 
ministry context. The experience will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated 
for growth in your knowledge, application, and practice of service/missions. Available to online students who meet 
specific criteria.
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MM308  Small Groups    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices of small groups. The course will combine the study of small group’s theory 
and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of small groups in a ministry context. 
The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you will be evaluated for growth in 
your knowledge, application and practice of small groups. Available to online students who meet specific criteria.

MM309  Special Ministry Focus    Darryl Meekins
Study the foundational concepts and practices for the area of ministry focus. The course will combine the study of the 
area of ministry focus theory and principles, with a carefully mentored experience-based application and practice of the 
area of focus in a ministry context. The experiences will be assessed for effectiveness within the ministry context, and you 
will be evaluated for growth in your knowledge, application, and practice of the ministry area/focus. Available to online 
students who meet specific criteria.

PS416  Crisis Counseling     Lynelle Buchanan
This course is a study of crisis intervention and counseling. Students will be introduced to a variety of models for assessing, 
strategies for helping, and approaches for counseling those in crisis. Learn how to effectively help others in times of crisis 
from both professional and ministry perspectives.
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May 11–July 3

BI504 Interpretation of the Gospels: Luke Mike Weston
Analyze the Gospel of Luke within its historical and cultural context. Careful consideration will be given to how the 
structure, theology, and literary features of the book influence interpretation. The course will focus on thoughtful 
exposition of the book to build a depth of understanding the content of Luke’s Gospel. Building from the exposition, the 
student will consider applications of Luke’s Gospel to personal life as well as ministry context.

CO506 Biblical Philosophy of Counseling James Buchanan
Formulate and articulate a personal philosophy of biblical counseling with emphasis on the Scripture’s sufficiency to 
meet human needs. Analyze various Christian counselors and philosophies toward biblical counseling and historical 
perspectives relative to contemporary issues in counseling.

CO583 Supervised Counseling Practicum [upon approval by Dr. Fornes or Dr. Buchanan]  Heather Fornes
This course is a superintended experience in which the student participates in providing counseling services under the 
direction of a qualified supervisor and maintains logs documenting participation experiences. Professional development 
acquired from on–site supervision, clinical supervision from the course instructor, and peer interaction in the classroom 
context. Prerequisites: All Bible/Theology and Counseling/Psychology admission prerequisites; courses including CO502, 
CO506, CO508, CO520, CO535, CO542, CO550; completed or concurrently taking CO504 or CO544; and permission from 
the counseling program director and the practicum course professor.

CO590 Supervised Counseling Internship [upon approval by Dr. Fornes or Dr. Buchanan] Heather Fornes
This course is an advanced–level experience in which the student performs extensive professional counseling functions 
under the guidance of an approved supervisor and maintains logs documenting participation experiences. Prerequisite: 
completion of all required courses and permission of instructor, passing written and oral comprehensive exams.

ED510 Research Methods Janet Hicks
This course introduces the student to the tools, methods, and design of research studies. Emphasis is given to contribution 
skills as well as intelligently understanding how to utilize research literature. This course is required for all M.Ed. students.

TH511 How to Develop a Biblical Worldview Herbert Boutilier
This course is a presentation of the basic steps for building a Christian world–view that is true to the Bible. The student 
will be guided through the process of building a biblical world–view using case studies at various levels of doing theology: 
exegesis and biblical theology, linking from one passage to another in the Scriptures, categorizing all of the biblical data 
on various themes, validating extra–biblical truth claims, and applying biblical teaching to all of life.

TH517 Survey of Doctrine Allen Mickle
This course is an overview of the ten major theologies of the Bible. Examination of the major issues behind Bibliology, 
Theology Proper, Christology, Pneumatology, Angelology, Anthropology, Hamartiology, Soteriology, Ecclesiology and 
Eschatology will be conducted in a systematic approach.

TH523  Dispensational Premillennialism     Richard VanHeukelum
Examine God’s multifaceted plan for the world, past, present, and future. The course offers a dispensational premillennial 
approach enabling students to understand God’s plan for the ages, helping students to compare and contrast this 
interpretive approach to others. 

TH538 An Interpretive Study of Biblical Discipleship Ben Wilhite
An exploration of key New Testament passages key to biblical interpretation of spiritual development and of the practice 
of making disciples. Focus will be given to the discipling ministry of Christ and of the early church as displayed in the 
Gospels and in the Acts of the Apostles. Focus will also be given to the process of spiritual development as discussed in 
the New Testament Epistles.

Online Course Schedule
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June 22–August 14

CO535 Introduction to Group Counseling [on-campus module] Keith Marlett
Study the process involved in group development, dynamics, counseling, and closure. Leadership styles, elements of 
cohesion, issues of confidentiality, and various theories of group approaches. Ethics and moral guidelines, as well as 
analysis of long–term effectiveness from group experiences. There will be a combination of didactic and experiential 
activities as part of the course.

CO542 Appraisal and Testing in Counseling [on-campus module] Lynelle Buchanan
Survey assessment instruments which are involved in appraisal and counseling processes, including intellectual, personality, 
and vocational–interest inventories. Validity/reliability, report writing, and ethical practices in the use of assessment 
devices is included along with supervised opportunities to administer various assessment instruments to counselees. 
Prerequisite: equivalent of an undergraduate or graduate course in tests and measurements or statistics.

CO544 The Helping Relationship [on-campus module] Heather Fornes
Focus on developing the basic counseling skills that a beginning counselor needs in order to deliver quality counseling 
services to clients, as well as to most effectively contribute to a counselee’s transformative and meaningful change. Students 
will gain insight into their own values, reaction patterns and interpersonal styles as important tools in understanding and 
helping others.

View the Clarks Summit University Catalog. [pdf on website]
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May 11–July 3

BI806 Exposition of Acts Kenneth Pyne

The Book of Acts will be examined from the standpoint of the development of its historical argument. The student will engage 

in careful analysis of the book’s structure and content as well as the place of the book in the canon. The special relationship 

between the Book of Acts and the historical background of the New Testament epistles will be examined. Students will enhance 

their appreciation of the book’ relevance for preaching and teaching.

May 11–August 14

D821 Discipleship in the Local Church William Higley

The chief aim of this course is to focus the art of building and equipping people for local church leadership. In addition to 

addressing the theoretical/conceptual and programmatical elements of leadership, the course will further develop the student’s 

discipling skills, utilize current research concerning men’s or women’s ministries, and integrate this knowledge with Scripture. 

Emphasis is placed upon understanding, leading, organizing, resourcing, and administrating men’s ministries that result in 

leaders being developed. Lecture, reading, discussion, exercises, personal inventories, and some interaction in a small group 

will be included.

D876 Exposition of Pauline Literature Wayne Slusser

The exposition of Pauline literature is an exegetical and theological study of Paul’s letters of the New Testament (Romans, 1 & 2 

Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, 1 & 2 Thessalonians, 1 & 2 Timothy, Titus, and Philemon). This course 

investigates the meaning, authorial intent, original purpose and significance of these divine books for a contemporary audience. 

The goal of the course is to deepen one’s exposition of each of these unique books of the New Testament as they tell God’s 

story through Paul’s life and letters.

May 11–July 3

MI815 World Ministry and the Local Church Kenneth Davis

A biblical study of the role and responsibilities of a local church to minister in a global community of churches. Special emphasis 

will be given to the development of a model of ministry that facilitates the development of partnership with other churches on 

a global scale. Various models of communication, ministry, financial resources and social justice will be examined and compared 

to the biblical mandates for ministry.

NT506 Greek Exegetical Methods Wayne Slusser

Greek Exegetical Methods builds upon the skills learned in Elements of Greek. This course cultivates exegetical skills by 

developing a methodological context which presents the questions that exegesis needs to answer in order to be a valid analysis. 

An investigation of New Testament literary structures, genre, the nature of word studies, textual criticism, and a variety of 

other New Testament hermeneutical issues provide procedures for a synthetic and analytical evaluation of the biblical text. 

Prerequisite: NT502 & NT503

OT600 Hebrew Exegesis Mark McGinniss

This course develops a method of exegesis which enriches one’s exposition of the Old Testament. Text critical, contextual, 

lexical, syntactical and rhetorical issues will be explored. Prerequisite: OT503
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[May 11–July 3 continued]

TH531 God’s Plan for the Ages Ken Gardoski

The leading premises of amillennial and covenant theology are examined in order to contrast them with dispensational 

premillennialism. The logical and biblical extension of dispensationalism into premillennialism is demonstrated.

TH716 Post-conservative Theology David Gunn

This course provides an intensive overview with analyses of select postmodern emerging theological, hermeneutical, 

and methodological challenges. Special attention is given to comparing and contrasting the post-conservative and 

conservative theological core-values and purpose(s) of community within a ministry context.

View the Baptist Bible Seminary Catalog. [pdf on website]
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